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1. Basic information about the product
Full product name:

automatic weather stations "SOKOL-M1"

Short name of the product:

"SOKOL-M1"

Designation:

MS1.41631.001

Serial number of the product:
Product Modification:
Date of manufacture:
Manufacturer:

LLC "Techavtomatika"
Address: 420127, Kazan, ul. Dementieva, d.2B
Phone: +7 (843) 537-83-95

Information about certification:

Certificate of measuring instrument approval
_______ №_________ date__________
valid until _________________________
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2. Main characteristics
2.1. Automatic weather station "SOKOL-M1" is intended for:
-

automatic measurement of meteorological parameters: air temperature, barometric pressure,
relative humidity, solar UV radiation level, wind speed, wind direction, and precipitation;
soil moisture and temperature, leaf humidity(optional);
photographic images of weather phenomena.

2.2. Automatic weather station «SOKOL-M1» is designed as a monoblock, comprising the following
elements:
-

temperature, humidity and atmospheric pressure sensor;
precipitation sensor;
ultraviolet solar radiation level sensor;
accumulator battery;
solar panel.

On weather station "SOKOL-M1" housing, there are wind speed and wind direction meters mounted
as well as a digital camera.
2.3. In addition a unit "SOKOL-BMVD1" can be wirelessly connected to weather station «SOKOLM1" via LoRa of 433 MHz at a distance of 5 km line of sight. It comprises remote sensors: a soil
temperature and moisture sensor and a leaf moisture sensor. To a weather station "SOKOL-M1" there
is possible to connect up to 8 "SOKOL-BMVD1" units with remote sensors (up to 4 pcs.). The
weather station transmits measured parameters with an integrated GSM-modem to a server at
appropriate intervals. It is also possible to connect a displaying device "SOKOL-UO" to the station
which may transmit data from the weather station on a screen via HDMI cable.
Automatic weather stations "SOKOL-M1" work around the clock, meteorological parameters
contented messages are sent periodically according to the set schedule. The weather station is a stand
alone device, equipped with built-in rechargeable battery. The battery voltage is sustained due to the
installed solar panel. If necessary (insufficient amount of solar energy) the weather station is to be
supplied from an external power source (optional). Configuring of the weather station is done via
USB interface and configuring software installed on your PC.
2.4. Data from remote and embedded sensors of the weather station as well as images obtained by the
camera attached is collected on a server www.sokolmeteo.ru (hereinafter - the server). A special
algorithm processing the information received allows to predict and warn of a potential problem long
before the traditional signs of wilting, leaf burn or bleaching, evolving of various diseases, as there
is a direct correlation between the metabolism, growth and development of plants and environmental
parameters being monitored. Due to the universal and independent weather conditions monitoring
platform, farmers timely obtain reliable data about the parameters of the environment and can
accurately verify which plants are healthy and which may be affected.
The weather station has an interface for the integration of RS-485 (MODBUS RTU protocol). RS485 interface allows you to pass parameters from the station to different automation and control
systems. MODBUS RTU data structure format is presented in Appendix B of this specification.
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2.5. The principle of operation of the sensors for various station measurement channels is given in
Table 1.
Table 1. The operating principle of station «SOKOL-M1» sensors
Measurement channel

Operation principle

Air temperature

Based on the change of sensing element conductivity, depending
on ambient temperature

Relative humidity

Based on the change of sensing element conductivity, depending
on the humidity

Airflow velocity

Based on the conversion of the airflow into rotary motion of the
shaft with a sensing element (cups), measuring its rotational
speed with the Hall sensor

The direction of air flow

Based on the conversion of the angle of the vane rotation into an
electric signal by rotation angle magnetic recorder (encoder)

atmospheric pressure

It is based on the piezoresistive effect - a membrane resistance
changes during its deformation under atmospheric pressure

rainfall

Based on counting of the calibrated measuring container rollovers

Ultraviolet solar radiation

Based on measuring of the current through the pn junction when
photodiode is exposed to ultraviolet radiation

2.6. Appearance of station "SOKOL-M1" is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Appearance of station "SOKOL-M1"
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2.7. Main technical characteristics of the "SOKOL-M1" are given in Table 2.
Table 2. Specifications of "SOKOL-M1"
Parameter

Value

DC supply voltage

8 ÷ 25,

AC supply voltage

6 ÷ 18

Power consumption, less than, Wt

10

Battery capacity, A * h

8

Maximum battery life, not less, hours

2000 *

communication interfaces

USB, GSM, RS-485, LoRa
Length

Overall dimensions, less than, mm

415 ± 2

Weight, kg

Width
290 ± 2

Height
370 ± 2
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2.8. Automatic weather station "SOKOL-M1" is capable of measuring meteorological parameters as
shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Metrological Specifications "SOKOL-M1"
Parameter

Range

atmospheric pressure measuring range, GPa

from 540 to 1100

Limits of measuring absolute error of atmospheric pressure
GPa

± 0,5

The range of temperature measurements, ° C

from minus 40 to plus 55

The limits of temperature measurement absolute error, ° C
The measuring range of the relative humidity, %

± 0,2
1 to 100

The limits of humidity measurement absolute error,%

±5

precipitation measurements range, mm

0.2

Limits of precipitation measurements relative error, %

± (0,2 ± 0,03Rn), wherein Rn measured rainfall

The measuring range of airflow speed, m / s

from 1 to 80

Limits of airflow speed measurement relative error, m / s

± (0,5 ± 0,05V), where V measured airflow velocity
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The measurement range of the air flow direction, degrees

from 0 to 359

Limits of absolute error of air flow direction measurement,
degrees

±3

airflow meter sensitivity threshold, m / s

0.8

The range of solar radiation measurement, in W / m2

from 0 to 32

Relative error of ultraviolet solar radiation intensity
measurement, W / m2

± 0,5

2.9. Automatic station weather "SOKOL-M1" scope doesn’t include special measuring instruments,
testing and other equipment, tools and accessories necessary for maintenance and repair of the
product and its components.
2.10. Measured parameters are transmitted to a server at appropriate intervals: from 10 to 59 minutes.
Decryption of the information packet transmitted to a server is given in Table 4.
Table 4. Decryption of the information packet transmitted
Parameter

Label

The level of ultraviolet radiation, W / m2

UF

Atmospheric pressure, GPa

PR

Temperature, ° C

t

Humidity, %

HM

firmware version

V

Power Supply, V

Upow

reserved

AN9

Precipitation, mm (is set to zero in each submission by default)

RN

transmitting period, min

TP

wind direction, deg

WD

Counter of packets sent

TR

wind of speed, m / s

WV
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2.11. Data transmitted by "SOKOL-BMVD1" is taken by the weather station according to the
schedule set, and then transmitted to the server along with readouts of built-in sensors. Decryption of
remote sensors parameters is shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Decryption of remote sensors parameters
Parameter

Lebel

soil moisture percentage H (combined soil sensor №1)

ExNG0: 1: H

Soil temperature T in degrees C (combined soil sensor №1)

ExNT1: 1: T

Soil moisture percentage H (combined soil sensor №2)

ExNG2: 1: H

Soil temperature T in degrees C (combined soil sensor №2)

ExNT3: 1: T

Soil moisture percentage H (combined soil sensor №3)

ExNG4: 1: H

Soil temperature T in degrees C (combined soil sensor №3)

ExNT5: 1: T

Leaf humidity percentage L (leaf moisture sensor)

ExNL6: 1: L

Power supply of "SOKOL-BMVD1" in Volts

ExNU: 2: 4.32

The signal strength of «SOKOL-BMVD1», 0 - min, 140 - max

ExNR: 1: 100
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3. Software
3.1. The name of the program, the designation of the version, checksum verification
3.1.1. "SOKOL-M1" software consists of two modules: the built-in software («Meteo1») and
independent software «SokolCFG_T» (hereinafter - independent software).
3.1.2. The program «Meteo1» firmware is preinstalled in the microprocessor of " SOKOL-M1" at
the factory, the version number is older than 1.0.0. The version number is to be displayed in the
«SokolCFG_T» interface after the connection with the product.
3.1.3.«Meteo1» software checksum is calculated by CRC32 algorithm for executable «Meteo1.hex»
file and is equal to 9F36FB04. The checksum is only available at the production stage.
3.1.4. The program «SokolCFG_T» is a standalone software installed on the PC, the version number
is not under 1.0. The version number is displayed in the «SokolCFG_T.exe» file properties.
3.1.5. Checksum of «SokolCFG_T» software is calculated by CRC32 algorithm for executable
«SokolCFG_T.exe» and can be checked using HashTab program (or any similar program). The
checksum value is FFED7A71.
3.2. Appointment of the Software
3.2.1. Firmware «Meteo1» provides the collection, processing, recording data, and / or transmitting
data via communication channels to a PC.
3.2.2. Standalone software «SokolCFG_T» provides mapping, analysis, archiving of measurement
results, status checking and setting the product up.
3.3. System requirements
3.3.1. Firmware «Meteo1» is installed in the product "SOKOL-M1" at the factory and does not
impose additional requirements on the hardware or software.
3.3.2. Standalone software «SokolCFG_T» is available for download on the manufacturer's website
www.fmeter.ru. Minimum hardware and software requirements are shown in Table 6.
Table 6. Minimum System Requirements for «SokolCFG_T»
Parameter

Description

operating system

Windows XP, Windows 7, or Windows 10 (32bit
/ 64bit)

The amount of free disk space

at least 1 GB

Manipulator

"mouse"

Keyboard

IBM-compatible keyboard

the Internet

At least 128 kb / s

communication interfaces

USB
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4. Configuration
The scope of "SOKOL-M1" is shown in Table 7.
Table 7. Scope of "SOKOL-M1"
item

product name

Count

"SOKOL-M1"

Automatic weather station
"Sokol-M1"

1

MS1.41631.001.PS

Automatic weather station
"Sokol-M1." Passport and
User's Guide

1

«SokolCFG_T»

Standalone software
«SokolCFG_T»

1

MS4.416136.002

Vane

1

MS4.416136.002

Anemometer

1

screw M3x12

6

M3 nut

6

switch key

2

Camera

1

USB A-B cable 1,8m

1

BY-36-03-2

GSM antenna

1

BY-433-03

Antenna 433 MHz

1

Tube Clamp D42

1

MS8.468.004

external power cable

1

MS8.468.005

ModBus cable

1

JC029F-Y01
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number

Note

www.fmeter.ru

5. Labeling and packaging.
5.1. Labeling
5.1.1. Labeling of "SOKOL-M1" should contain inscriptions and labels corresponding to the
requirements of GOST 2930-62, GOST 26828 and design documentation.
5.1.2. Labeling should provide clear and precise picture over the life of "SOKOL-M1."
5.1.3. Marking "SOKOL-M1" is performed by applying the adhesive labels or engraving on the
surface of the housing and contains the following information:
-

name and address of the manufacturer;
product name;
modification of the product;
designation of technical conditions;
serial number of the product;
date of manufacturing.

5.1.4. The label is placed on the right side.
5.1.5. Marking of a transport container should comply with GOST 14192-96 and contain main and
additional informational inscriptions, done in accordance with the drawings of the manufacturer: the
manufacturer's trademark, name and logo, the serial number of the counting system of the
manufacturer, date of packaging.
5.1.6. Sealing of "SOKOL-M1" protecting from unauthorized access is made with metallic seals in
accordance with the requirements of GOST 18680-73.
5.1.7. Place for sealing is to be selected according to Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Diagram of sealing of "SOKOL-M1"
where "1" - variants of sealing places.
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5.1.8 automatic weather stations "SOKOL-M1", verified by the technical control department, should
have corresponding entries in the "certificate of acceptance" of «automatic weather station"SOKOLM1» passport MS1.41631.001.PS.

5.2. Packaging
5.2.1. Packaging components included in «SOKOL-M1» scope, is performed in transportation and
internal packaging containers provided by the manufacturer.
5.2.2. Packaging of the delivered items of "SOKOL-M1" should comply with GOST 23216-78.
5.2.3. Shipping container in which the product is packaged should bear handling marks in accordance
with GOST 14192-96.
5.2.4. Packaging of operation documentation is carried out in the internal packaging containers.
Depending on the number of operational documents and an option for packaging containers the
packaging is produced in:
-

-

bags made of polyethylene film (GOST 10354-82). The bag should be marked in case it is
opaque. In case of transparent bag packet the operational documents are placed so that the top
document name is appeared clearly visible;
cardboard or plastic stationery folder;
carton boxes.

5.2.5. Opaque plastic bags, folders, boxes are marked with a label providing:
-

product name - "SOKOL-M1";
the contents of the container - "Documentation";
serial number of the product;
«internal package #
» container type.

5.2.6. The items are packed in cardboard boxes. The product is packaged according to paragraph 4.
In paragraph 13 of the passport there is an entry done describing:
—
-

product name, modification, serial number
packing date;
signature and stamp of the person responsible for packaging and verification.

5.2.7. Preservation of "SOKOL-M1" is performed in comply with the GOST 9.014-78 (temporary
corrosion protection embodiment V3-0).
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6. Instructions for operating the device
Intended use is permitted for units passed the presetting, technological run and put into operation.
The fact of putting into operation must indicate the certification of receiving of the product in
operation and a corresponding entry in the «Automatic weather station «Sokol-M1»
MS1.41631.001.PS» passport document.
6.1. Operating limits
6.1.1. Automatic weather station "Sokol-M1" is designed for continuous round the clock work with
periodic transmission of information messages according to the set schedule.
6.1.2. Operation of "SOKOL-M1" is permitted in conditions given in Table 8.
Table 8. Operating conditions of "SOKOL-M1"
parameter

value

Temperature, ° C

from minus 40 to plus 55

Relative humidity, %

from 0 to 100

Atmospheric pressure, GPa

from 600 to 1100

The air velocity, m / s

to 35

6.1.3. It is not recommended to open the case of "SOKOL-M1" in bad weather conditions (rain, dusty
air, etc.).

6.2. Security measures when preparing product for use
6.2.1. When carrying out the installation, start-up, adjusting and running-in of "SOKOL-M1" there
are certain security measures should be complied.
6.2.2. To perform the installation, commissioning, management, run-in and operation of the product
only persons allowed who have the necessary qualification and training of safety rules as working
with electrical consumers up to 1000 V.
6.2.3. In order to ensure safety when working with the product it is necessary:
to ground housings (via the ground terminals) of all the units powered with alternating current
voltage more than 42 V or DC voltage more than 110 V;
repairs is carried out only when the power is off;
Do not test for the presence of electrical voltage at the terminals and the conductors touching
them by your hand or a conductive object, simultaneously touch the grounded units and the
current-carrying units, or uninsulated/broken wires;
at high voltage measurement is necessary to use special high voltage probes;
all measurements of the electrical parameters should be performed so as to avoid touching
exposed parts of your body to the metal parts of the product and to the grounding wire.
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6.3. Installation of the stand alone software
6.3.1. Standalone software «SokolCFG_T» PC is available for download on the manufacturer's
website http://www.fmeter.ru in the "Downloads" section.
6.3.2. Minimal system requirements for «SokolCFG_T» are shown in Table 6 of the present
passports.
6.3.3. Installing the «SokolCFG_T» is performed in the following order:
—

run the file setup_SokolCFG.exe;

—

during the installation, follow the instructions on the screen;

—

virtual COM-port «stm32_vcp» driver should bу installed, the installation file is also available
on the web site. When you install the program, select 32-bit or 64-bit according to the type of
your operating system.
Work with stand-alone software as described in item 6.4.

6.4. Working with standalone software. Changing working parameters of station
After unpacking, the product does not require configuration by a stand-alone software. The
weather station is factory calibrated and set by default to 30 minute intervals to send messages.
The station is ready for on-site installation and start-up (see. Paragraphs 6.5, 6.6).
If you want to change the message sending interval, manually set the parameters of the Internet access
point (not necessary usually), to calibrate the wind vane, etc., you should use standalone software
«SokolCFG_T». The connection to the standalone software is made in the following order:
6.4.1. Run the software «SokolCFG_T» (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. The "Sensor" window of «SokolCFG_T» software
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6.4.2. Connect the station with USB-cable to PC. The station should run and the LED should start
blinking (and the battery connection key can be both in ON, and the OFF position).
6.4.3. Specify COM-port connected to the station «Sokol-M1" in standalone software interface. If the
port is not available, then do the following:
—
—

—
—

go to the device manager;
in the line Ports (COM & LPT) open the properties of the virtual COM-port
«STMicroelectronics Virtual COM Port» (if there is no such a devices in the list, then check
for the installed driver «stm32_VCP» (See paragraph 6.3)..);
manually specify the port number in the range COM2 - COM10;
restart the station "Sokol-M1", reconnecting the USB-cable to the PC.

6.4.4. After the connection to the software there appear readings from the weather station sensors in
the tab "sensor".
6.4.5. Description of tabs and capabilities of standalone software «SokolCFG_T» described in Table
9.
Table 9: Description of tabs and capabilities of standalone software «SokolCFG_T».
tab

Content

functions

"Sensors"

Basic meteorological parameters
of temperature, barometric
pressure, humidity, the level of
ultraviolet radiation, wind speed
and direction, rainfall

-

"Condition"

Status of the GSM and GPS;
The position of the compass and
the tilt angles of the station;
battery voltage.

-

"Server"

GSM settings;
server settings;
The period of
setting.

Setting up an Internet access point;
server settings;
transmission Setting period of sending messages (from 10
to 59 minutes);
All the settings in this tab are changed by
pressing "Install" button.

"Calibration"

To calibrate the compass, and Accelerometer calibration by pressing
accelerometer
"Horizon" button;
Calibration of the wind vane: click on "init.
angles", then the «Start 3 turns» button then
twist station about the vertical axis at least 3
time, press the « Stop 3 terns».

Extra sensors

List of connected "SOKOL- Setting the MAC-address of "SOKOLBMVD1" units and their status. BMVD1" units, their order and type of turn
off.

! After changing settings, wait at least 2 seconds, and disconnect the device from the PC!
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6.5. Turning on
Turning "SOKOL-M1" station on is performed in the following order:
6.5.1. Insert a SIM-card into connector 10, let the card contacts look "inside" the station body, push
it until clicking;
6.5.2. Enable power "SOKOL-M1" station using a key 11 (Fig. 4). As the in-buit battery charger
controller has the protection against reverse polarity, the switching procedure may vary:
Case 1: Weather station after being switched off for more than 2 minutes, turning on is done when
exposed to low light (for example, conservation or turning on after the unboxing). In this case the
weather station is turned on after the re-supply:
- ON
- Pause 1.
- OFF
- Pause 1.
- ON
Case 2: Weather Station is activated after being switched off for at least 2 minutes or run at street
daylight. In this case, the station is started after the first turn of the key.
After starting the weather station "12" LED flashes with a frequency of 3 Hz (1 case) or 1 Hz if the
station has "caught» UTC time from a satellite or GSM network (case 2);

6.6. Installation of the product on site
6.6.1. The product is installed on a mast-reliance on flat ground, free of obstacles that could affect
the readings of the product. The minimum distance to the nearest obstacle is:
individual objects at a distance no closer than their quadruple height;
—
maximum angle between the attachment point of a weather station and the top point of any
objects nearby should be 45 ° in the horizontal surface.
6.6.2. In order to minimize splashing effect of precipitation, it is recommended to avoid areas with
hard surface such as metal, concrete or asphalt. Instead, the product should be placed on a low grass,
gravel, pebbles or on soft ground. Avoid the installment on steep slopes descending in one direction
(especially if it coincides with the direction of the prevailing wind direction) so that the installation
place doesn't provide significant distortions in wind speed and direction. Do not install the product
on the roofs of buildings, as this may lead to a distortion of the measurement results.
6.6.3. Before you start to install "SOKOL-M1", it is necessary to prepare the mounting pad for the
product. A metal tube or a pillar with an outside diameter of 40 to 46 mm can be used as a pad.
6.6.4. Installation of the product is performed in the following order:
—

unpack the product;
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—

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—

—
—

check the scope of the product in accordance with "automatic weather station «SOKOL-M1"
Form.MS1.41631.001.FO» or in accordance with section 4 of this passport. In case of
incomplete product scope, inform the supplier or organization performing general
maintenance. Station "Sokol-M1" is not ready for the use in this case;
check the components of the product for any damage. To do this, you should consequently
examine all the components of the product in order to detect external mechanical damage and
check the condition of the power cables and interface cables to detect external mechanical
damage. In the case of external mechanical damage to the component parts of the product,
inform the supplier or organization performing performing general maintenance. Station
"Sokol-M1" is not ready for the use in this case;
installs air flow direction and speed meters to the weather station housing and fix then with
screws (Fig. 4). Fix the anemometer impeller on the shaft of the air flow speed measurer;
connects interface cables of wind speed and direction sensors to the connectors 4 and 5
according to the markings on the product housing (Figure 4);
Connect the antennas 1 and 9 according to the markings on the product housing (Figure 4);
Insert the SIM-card into the slot 10 and enable a weather station by turning the key 11 (see
FIG. f. 6.5). After the turning on the LED 12 flashes with a frequency of 1 ÷ 3 Hz;
connect the weather station to a PC via USB-cable included in the scope (see Figure 4.);
installs Standalone software (paragraph 6.3.);
Initialize the weather station in standalone software «SokolCFG_T» by opening the COMport. The window should start displaying the readings from the weather station sensors
(working with standalone software described in paragraph 6.4.);
install the product base on a mast-reliance. Using a wrench (13 mm) tighten the screws;
in order to achieve horizontal position the product it is possible in the offline software
«SokolCFG_T» in the "Position" (the "State") window. The values of longitudinal and lateral
inclination should lie in the range of ± 2 degrees;
Unplug the product from the PC;
as the described procedure done the product is ready for use.
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Figure 4. Connectors on the bottom panel of the station "Sokol-M1":
1 - connector of LoRa-antenna;
2 - MODBUS connector;
3 - connector for video camera;
4 - a connector of air flow speed meter;
5 - a connector of air flow direction meter;
6 - RS-485 connector;
7 - USB-connector;
8 - connector for an external power source;
9 - connector of GSM-antenna;
10 - SIM-card slot;
11 - batteries circuit switch on / off key;
12 - LED.
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6.7. RS-485 Interface
6.7.1. To connect the station via RS-485 an USB-RS-485 converter is required, and an external power
supply with the following output parameters: 8 ÷ 25 VDC, 6 ÷ 18 VAC, power of at least 20 watts.
6.7.2. Launch Station in the following order:
—
—

disable the station (turn the key in the position OFF), disconnect all power sources (if
connected). Wait 2 minutes;
connect an external Power supply to the station via a cable (GX16 12M-2A connector) into the
socket 8 (Fig. 4).

Table 10.«GX-2pin» power connector pin description
#

Colour

Line

1

red

+8 ... + 25

2

black blue

GND

The station will turn on, the LED will start flashing. The key 11 is allowed to be in the OFF position
(it disconnects the battery from the internal circuit). If the station is used at low temperatures (0 and
below), and power breaks take place, the batteries can be connected (switch key 11 in ON position)
as a sustainable power supply.
6.7.3. Connect the cable with the connector GX16 16M-3A to the connector 2 (Fig. 4). By default,
meteorological station parameters are updated every 30 minutes. In standalone software, if necessary,
you can set the update interval in the range of 10 - 59 minutes (See paragraph 6.4.).
Table 11. MODBUS GX-3pin Connector Pinout description
#

Colour

Line

1

Orange

A

2

white

B

3

black blue

GND

6.7.4. Port Settings: 19200, 8 bits, no parity, and 1 stop bit.
6.7.5. Description of the MODBUS protocol for the weather station «Sokol-M1»:
1)

Request format: $ 01 $ 03 $ 00 $ 00 $ 00 $ 45 $ $ 0C $ 45 $ CF

1st byte - the network address of the device (0x01 - device 1)
2nd bytes - function (0x03 - reading)
3.4th - high and low bytes (acc.) Began reading the address (0x0000)
5.6th - high and low bytes (corresp.) of the reading begin position (0x000C - 12 bytes to read)
7.8th - upper and lower bytes of CRC16 (0x45CF corresponds to this query, can be specified without
one’s calculation)
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2)

Response Format: 01 03 18 0A 09 27 9A 00 1E 00 00 FF F5 00 00 01 64 00 01 01 60 01 5A
00 5B FF 73 A3 2E

1 byte - the network address
2 bytes - function (0x03 - reading)
3 bytes - the number of read bytes (0x18 - 24 bytes)
4:27 weather station data bytes (HEX, Example 0A09hex = 2569dec = 25.69oC temperature)
28,29 - CRC16 of the received packet
Table 12. Data bytes
number of
bytes

A type

Parameter

Value

Example of calculation (dec)

4-5

short

Temperature

0.01 ° C.

"25.69" = 25.69 ° C

6-7

short

Pressure

10 Pa

"10074" = 100740 Pa

8-9

short

Humidity

1%

"56" = 56%

10-11

short

UV level

0.01 W / m2 "456" = 4.56 W / m2

12-13

short

CO2 (disable)

-

14-15

short

Wind speed

0.01 m / s

"456" = 4.56 m / s

16-17

short

Direction of wind

1 degree

"359" = 359 degrees

18-19

short

rainfall

0.1 mm

"59" = 5.9 mm of rain for an
update period (specified in the
configurator)

20-21

short

Azimuth

1 degree

"359" = 359 degrees

22-23

short

Supply voltage

0.01 V

"359" = 3.59 in

24-25

short

The slope in X

1 degree

"5" = 5 degrees

26-27

short

The slope in Y

1 degree

"-5" = -5 degrees

6.7.6. Examples of the connection to the PC:
1)
With Modbus software emulators (Fig. 5) (modpoll.exe, Modbus Poll.exe)
http://www.modbusdriver.com/modpoll.html Read command: modpoll.exe -m rtu -a 1 -r 1 -c 12
19200 -b -d 8 -s 1 -p none COM5
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Figure 5. Emulator program modpoll.exe
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2)

Using the Terminal program (Fig. 6)

Figure 6. Terminal v.1.9b program
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6.8. Working with a cloud service SOKOL-M
6.8.1. For working with the cloud service SOKOL-M (www.sokolmeteo.com), to which the weather
station automatically sends data, user registration is required. After registration the user gets an access
to a particular weather station. To identify the meteorological station, it is assigned a name at the
factory. Name of a weather station begins with the word «meteo_», followed by its serial number the last 3 digits of the serial number written on the box and in the passport (for example, «meteo_09»).
6.8.2. After turning on (see. P. 6.5), the weather station will start to send messages to the server
according to the specified schedule. One can see in the "Messages" tab whether the messages come
from a particular weather station on the server (Fig. 7). If data is received, the station is in normal
operation and no further configuration is required. The station transmits messages to the server not
instantly yet in some time after the power-up. A message of «LOGIN" type comes after the
registration in the GSM network, on average, in 20 ÷ 30 seconds after the turning on. A message with
"BLACK" data comes in 2 minutes after the power-up in the absence of GPS, or immediately after
the message "LOGIN" in the case of the stable GPS signal. A message with a photo "WITH BINARY
DATA" comes once a day in the case a camera is installed.

Figure 7. The «Messages" tab.
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7. Maintenance
7.1. General instructions
7.1.1. The maintenance and operation of installed and turned on "SOKOL-M1" weather station is
allowed only by trained technical staff, familiar with the operational documentation on the "SOKOLM1".
7.1.2. "SOKOL-M1" maintenance should be performed at least once in six months.
7.1.3. Regarding the maintenance performance the technical staff can use internal guide documents.

7.2. Security measures
7.2.1. Before removing (if necessary) of the units from their housings, the power supply should be
turned off.
7.2.2. All units, supplied with AC voltage of more than 42V and a DC 110V, should be grounded.
7.2.3. Never open the unit cover in bad weather conditions (rain, dusty air, etc.).

8. Maintenance procedure
8.1. Periodic maintenance includes:
—
verifying the integrity and operability of the weather station components;
—

repair or replacement of defective parts;

—

Accumulator charging

—

check cables for the presence of bruises, cracks in the insulation or in the connector, twisted
parts or damaged contacts;

—

removal of dirt, dust, sand or leaves;

—

check the integrity of the casing.

8.2. Most of maintenance procedures can be performed on-site. Events of calibration, verification and
updating of the software may require delivery of the unit to an accredited laboratory, to the
manufacturer, or a company providing general service.
8.3. Before the product verification it is necessary to perform periodic maintenance.
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9. Current repairs
9.1. General instructions
9.1.1. "SOKOL-M1" provides automatic alarm on hardware and software failures. Current repairs
should be made on signals of product failures.
9.1.2. Current repair "SOKOL-M1" is made of engineering-technical staff.

9.2. Security measures
9.2.1. The maintenance of "SOKOL-M1" should comply with the general safety regulations when
working with electrical devices of I Protection class (according to GOST 12.2.003, products having
a working insulation and grounding elements). The basic rules are:
—

units housings should be grounded;

—

use the connecting cables intended for use with this product.

9.2.2. DO NOT:
—

CHECK VOLTAGE at the terminals and the conductors touching them by hand or conductive
objects;

—

REMOVE from the housing, replace the parts, perform soldering, re-wiring, connecting and
disconnecting CABLES AND WIRES when the electrical network is under viltage.

9.2.3. When measuring high voltage it is necessary to use special high voltage probes.
9.2.4. All measurements of the electrical parameters are carried out so as to prevent touching exposed
parts of the body to the metal frame and grounding wires.
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10. Resources, lifetime, manufacturer's warranty
10.1. Average yield of "SOKOL-M1" is 40 000 hours over the average life of 8 years, including shelf
life of 1 year in manufacturer's packaging in warehouses that meet the rules of storage of electronic
equipment.
10.2. TBO of "SOKOL-M1" in case of capital repairs is 8000 hours over the average life of 8 years.
10.3. Average time of "SOKOL-M1" until failure - 8000 hours, the average time of failover is 2 hours.
10.4. Warranty lifetime of "SOKOL-M1", serial number ________________, is 24 months after the
release of the production or from the date of commissioning, which should be specified in the contract
for the supply of product. During this period, the manufacturer guarantees their repair or replacement
free of charge with the same warranty that is listed in the form and supply agreement.
10.5. For warranty repair (replacement) of "SOKOL-M1" it is necessary:
-

to send a written complaint to the address of the manufacturer in a period not exceeding thirty
(30) days from the date of detecting a defect;

-

if "Techavtomatika" LLC will not agree on the inspection, repair or replacement of the station
on-site, to send the station or a defective part of the station to LLC "Techavtomatika" or other
address provided by "Techavtomatika".

10.6. The guarantee case is not the subject to an emergency situation during the «SOKOL-M1"
operation, if defects are caused by:
-

normal wear-out, accident and disaster;

-

wrong (unintended by operational documentation) use, storage or transportation of product;

-

non-compliance with operating conditions, neglect or improper installation of product;

-

a modification or reconstruction of product without prior agreement with LLC
"Techavtomatika";

-

untimely or improper maintenance, or operating by untrained personnel;

-

use of unintended software.

10.7. After the warranty period is over or the warranty is intermitted by the manufacturer (supplier),
the manufacturer eliminates failures under separate contracts with the customer in the prescribed
order.
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11. Transport and storage
11.1. The product is to be shipped in the manufacturer’s sealed container.
11.2. The product in the manufacturer's packaging can be transported by road, railroad and air
vehicles over any distance, while protecting them from dirt, rain and strong shaking in accordance
with GOST 51908.
Duration of delivery or transfer intermediate storage should not exceed one month. for shipment
conditions L of Table 2 in GOST 51908.
11.3. Transportation of products by air should be carried out in sealed baggage and freight
compartment or the passenger cab compartment at a pressure not lower than 800 GPa (600 mmHg).
11.4. Acceptable climatic impacts during transportation according with the storage conditions 3
(unheated storage) of GOST 15150-69.
11.5. Loading and unloading should be carried out in compliance with the safety precautions listed
on the packaging, ensuring the safety of the product "SOKOL-M1." When loading and unloading it
is not allowed to throw the product.
11.6. During transportation of "SOKOL-M1" the safety precaution should be taken to prevent strokes,
movement and vibration of the units inside the packaging container.
11.7. When transporting optical data carriers one should protect them from exposure to sunlight,
moisture, heat and ultraviolet radiation, to take measures to prevent the formation of condensation,
moisture penetration, corrosive liquids (solvents, adhesives, etc.), noxious gases, dust, sunlight inside
of the package.
11.8. The product prepared for shipping, should be on the custody of the manufacturer to the moment
of registration and sending to the consumer.
11.9. The product storage is done in heated rooms with conditions:
—

ambient temperature from +5 to + 40 ° C;

—

relative humidity not exceeding 80%.

11.10. Storage conditions should provide protection from exposure to precipitation, dust, sunlight and
corrosive environment.
11.11. Component parts should be kept on the shelves no more than three in a row.
11.12. Storage on soil ground is prohibited.
11.13. The shelf life is 3 years, with the re-conservation should be carried out within 1 year.
11.14. Preservation is "SOKOL-M1" is done according to the GOST 9.014-78 (temporary corrosion
protection embodiment V3-0)
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12. Conservation
Information about conservation of "SOKOL-M1" is recorded in the table 13. The first record of the
conservation is made at the factory. Subsequent entries are made when operating or repairing station.
Table 13. Data on conservation
Date

Term,
years

Description
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Position, name and
signature of the person
who carried out the work

13. Certificate on packaging
Automatic weather station "Sokol-M1" modification
______________________________________ factory № ___________________________
designation

factory number

packed (a) ______________ LLC "Techavtomatika" _________________________________
manufacturer's name or code

according to the requirements of the current technical documentation.
Packaging Date ______________________
Packaging done by _____________________ _____________ / ________________________ /
post

personal signature

signature transcript

__________________
year, month, day

The product after packing received by ________________ __________ / ____________________ /
post

personal signature

signature transcript

__________________
year, month, day

MP

14. Certificate of acceptance
Automatic weather station "Sokol-M1" modification
______________________________________ factory № ____________________
designation

factory number

manufactured and accepted in accordance with specifications of MS1.41631.001.TU and considered
ready for the operation.
Release date______________
Head of Quality Department
MP

________________ / _________________________ /
personal signature

signature transcript

________________
year, month, day

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------line cutting at delivery for export

Head of company
____________________________
document identification, in which the supply is made

MP

________________ / _______________________ /
personal signature

signature transcript

________________
year, month, day

Customer
(in the presence of)

MP

________________ / _______________________ /
personal signature

________________
year, month, day
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signature transcript

15. Movement of the product during operation
15.1. Installing and removing the «SOKOL-M1» during the operation
Information about installing and removing of "SOKOL-M1" are entered in table 14.

Table 14. Movement “SOKOL-M1» during the operation
Working hours
installation
date

Intall
location

Remo
ve
date

from the After the
installati
last
on
repair
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reason for removal

Signatur
e of
personel

15.2. Reception and transmission of the product
The transfer of "SOKOL-M1" from one user to another, as well as information about the state of the
unit at the time of transfer is recorded in the table 15.
Table 15. Reception and transmission of "SOKOL-M1"

Date

Product conditions

Reason (name,
number and date
of the document)
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Company, position and
signature
Note
passed
one

accepted
one

15.3. Information about the fastening of product
Information about fastening "SOKOL-M1" is recorded in the table 16.
Table 16. Data on fastening of "SOKOL-M1"
Position of the
responsible
person

Number and date of the order of
Name of person
responsible

settle
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release

Signature of the
responsible
person

16. Repair and work accounting on bulletins and instructions
16.1. Summary record of the made repair
Automatic weather station "Sokol-M1" modification
factory №
designation serial number

Made by "Techavtomatika" _________________________________
date of manufacture

Operating time since the beginning of operation
________________________________________________________________________________
parameter characterizing the resource or service life

Operating time since last overhaul ____________________________________________________
parameter characterizing the resource or service life

Reason for repair _________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Information about repairs ___________________________________________________________
type of repair and brief Information about repair

________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

16.2. Certificate of acceptance and warranty
Automatic weather station "Sokol-M1" modification
___________________________________ _______________________ factory №
designation serial number

Subjected to repair _________________ _______________________ according _______________
type of repair

company name, type of document

symbol

Passed in accordance with the regulatory requirements of the current technical documentation and
accepted for the use.
Resource before the next repair _______________________________________________________
parameter defining the resource

_______________________________________________ over the life of ______ years
including shelf life _______________________________________________________
Storage conditions for years (years)

Personal performed the repair guarantees that the product "SOKOL-M1" fits requirements of the
current technical documentation in case of the compliance with the current requirements of the
consumer operational documentation.
Head of Quality Department
MP _________________ ________________________
personal signature

________________
year, month, day
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signature transcript

16.3. Work accounting on bulletins and instructions
Information about the work with bulletins and instructions of the customer, made for maintenance of
"SOKOL-M1" are entered into table 17.
Table 17. Accounting work on bulletins and instructions
Issue of
the
bulletin,
guidance

Summary of work

prescribed
completion
date
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Date
of
compl
etion

Position, name and
signature
performed

verified

17. Special Notes
In this section different kinds of recordings are made that can be made during operation of "SOKOLM1."
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Change recording listing
Sheet number
rev.

modified- replacedtion
tion

new

annihilating
-bathrooms

Incoming №
Total sheets (pages) Number conjugated. Signain the document document document
ture
and date
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Date

